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A B S T R A C T   

The use of lightweight structures is a current concern in several engineering domains. To obtain such types of 
structures, the bonding technique using Carbon Fibre-Reinforced Polymers (CFRP) has been most recently 
considered a primary option. If CFRP is known to have a high strength-to-weight ratio or high corrosion resis-
tance, the bonding technique does not need to add other fixation components and it also prevents stress con-
centrations. However, when combined with, e.g. a metallic surface, the high difference between the thermal 
expansion coefficient of the CFRP composite and the metallic material may raise some issues when the adhesively 
bonded structure is subjected to thermal loading. Therefore, the present work presents an analytical model that 
facilitates the comprehension of the impact of temperature on a hybrid bonded joint with a circular or tubular 
cross-sectional area. The full debonding process of a double but bonded joint with a regular curvature is dis-
cussed thoroughly. Due to the susceptibility of current adhesives to lose their mechanical properties for relatively 
high temperatures, the vitreous transition temperature of the adhesives and their influence on the local adhesive 
model is considered in a deeper analysis. The Finite Element Method (FEM) was used to validate all the derived 
analytical equations, which were achieved due to the close predictions obtained from both ways, i.e. from the 
numerical simulations and the proposed closed-form solutions.   

1. Introduction 

With successive engineering advances, the construction of new 
structures in different industry sectors has been responding to new social 
requirements such as the use of raw materials in a rational way for a 
long-term duration and without forgetting its aesthetics. In this way, and 
due to their appealing properties, the use of Carbon Fibre-Reinforced 
Polymers (CFRP) in different applications in the civil construction, 
automotive, naval, and aerospace industry has increased. Several ex-
amples can be found in the literature (Lu et al., 2007; Valluzzi et al., 
2007; Mostofinejad and Shameli, 2013; Sahin and Dawood, 2016; Fer-
reira et al., 2016; Biscaia et al., 2017a; Siddika et al., 2019; Lee and 
Lopez, 2020; Pangestuti et al., 2020; Moshiri et al., 2020) where CFRP 
composites are being bonded to another material, resulting in a durable 
and lightweight structure with a high-strength performance. However, 
the integrity of these structures depends on the joining technique’s 
success and their performance during their serviceability period. The 
main advantage of the bonding technique is that it allows us to create an 

overlapped bonded area where the developed stress distribution is 
uniform that otherwise would not be possible to obtain. In the auto-
motive industry, for instance, the use of adhesives rather than other 
mechanical fixations allows the constructors to decrease the final weight 
of the vehicle. Under these circumstances, Benedyk (2010) has esti-
mated that for every 10% reduction in the mass of the vehicle, a saving 
of approximately 6%–8% of fuel consumption is achieved. Conse-
quently, the vehicle has lower carbon dioxide emissions to the atmo-
sphere, which makes the vehicle friendlier to the environment. 

However, the adhesives used to bond two materials (or adherends) 
and build a hybrid bonded joint are quite susceptible to high tempera-
tures due to the loss of their initial mechanical properties (Leone et al., 
2009; Biscaia et al., 2017b; Biscaia and Ribeiro, 2019; Zhou et al., 2020; 
He et al., 2020; Lye et al., 2021). With the temperature increase, the 
adhesives, usually epoxy resin, shift from their initial glassy state to a 
rubbery and softened state, which is followed by an efficiency decrease 
of the adhesive on transferring the stresses within the joint and between 
materials. Thereby, the so-called vitreous (or glass) transition 
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temperature (Tg) of the adhesives has a relevant impact on the bond 
performance of an overlapped bonded joint subjected to thermal 
loading. Comparing this scenario with the shrinkage of the adhesive 
during its curing period, the induced interfacial stresses due to thermal 
expansion are much more significant than the ones obtained from the 
adhesive shrinkage (Da Silva, 2010). Therefore, the correct prediction of 
the thermal expansion stresses of an overlapped bonded joint has 
extreme importance for anyone who needs to design these joints under 
thermal loading. To help on such task, numerous experiments have been 
carried out by several researchers, e.g. (Nozaka et al., 2005; Xia and 
Teng, 2005; Lam et al., 2008; Borrie et al., 2015; He and Xian, 2016; 
Yang et al., 2017, 2019a, 2019b; Heshmati et al., 2017; Doroudi et al., 
2019; Zhou et al., 2019; Hu and Jiang, 2019; Saleh et al., 2020), where, 
in most of the cases, single or double-bonded joints were used to analyze 
the bond performance of hybrid bonded joints, such as those where 
CFRP composites are externally bonded onto a metallic and flat plate. 
Adhesives have, therefore, a critical key role in the joining success but 
due to their variety available in the market, it makes it difficult to un-
derstand the bond behaviour of different overlapped bonded joints. For 
instance, their strength and strain energy are highly dependent on the 
chemical structure of the polymer chains that form the adhesive, and 
consequently, the bonds in the polymer chain vary from covalent 
intermolecular bonds to other weaker bonds such as van der Waals, 
hydrogen, or ionic bonds (Zhou et al., 2020). With the increase in 
temperature, these bonds lose their initial strengths in different ways 
which lead researchers to focus on the determination of Tg and fixing its 
value as the one beyond which the allowable service conditions for the 
overlapped bonded joints cannot be ensured anymore. 

In the case of some industries sectors such as the civil construction 
sector, the adhesives used have a short curing time in which the adhe-
sives reach some satisfactory mechanical properties under ambient 
temperature while in other industries such as the automotive or naval 
industries, the adhesives can be cured within a more controlled envi-
ronment and longer curing period. Consequently, the adhesives often 
used in civil construction have a Tg that barely exceeds approximately 
60 ◦C (Zhou et al., 2020; Corcione et al., 2014) whilst in the naval in-
dustry sector, the values of Tg may reach an interval between approxi-
mately 190 ◦C to 240 ◦C (Biscaia, 2019, 2020). Then, the bond 
performance of an overlapped bonded joint may have more or less 
relevance depending on which industry sector it is inserted into. 

To facilitate its design, the Finite Element Method (FEM) is a good 
tool to simulate the bond behaviour of different bonded joints in which 
the so-called Cohesive Zone Modelling (CZM) can be applied. However, 
the exact quantification of the cohesive models considering the influ-
ence of temperature still requires, in most of the cases, experimental 
data. Therefore, there are no other alternatives to the use of existing 
models available in the literature, e.g. (Biscaia and Ribeiro, 2019; Dong 
and Hu, 2016; Dai et al., 2013), which may be not adequate for the 
problem under design. The aim of using cohesive models is to locally 
describe the bond performance between two (equal or not) materials, 
and most engineering problems, require the use of complex cohesive 
models with the ability to deal also with a mixed fracture situation 
within an uncouple or couple way (Biscaia et al., 2017b; Tvergaard, 
1990; Kafkalidis and Thouless, 2002; Li et al., 2006; Van den Bosch 
et al., 2006; De Lorenzis and Zavarise, 2008). However, in some simple 
cases where one of the fracture modes is isolated, the cohesive models 
can be defined through only one model that tries to reproduce the bond 
behaviour of the bonded joint. For instance, in a problem where the 
ruptures are expected to be coincident with a pure fracture Mode II 
(sliding mode), the bond stress vs. interfacial slip relationship is 
commonly used (Lee and Lopez, 2020; Dai et al., 2005; Zhou et al., 2010; 
Liu and Wu, 2012; Wu and Jiang, 2013; Fernando et al., 2014; Biscaia 
et al., 2015a; Wang et al., 2016). In this case, the interfacial bond 
stresses developed within the bonded area have the same direction as 
the loads transmitted to the bonded joint. In the direction consistent 
with fracture Mode III, the same bond stress vs. interfacial slip 

relationship defined for Mode II has been used also for this Mode III 
(Biscaia et al., 2013a, 2013b). In Mode I, the interfacial stresses develop 
perpendicularly to the bonded area, and if they correspond to a 
tensioned situation that leads to interfacial peeling stresses, the strength 
of the bonded joint decreases abruptly (Biscaia et al., 2015a; Neto et al., 
2016; Biscaia and Chastre, 2018). Otherwise, the strength of the bonded 
joints increases when under compression (Biscaia et al., 2015a; Biscaia 
and Chastre, 2018). 

Although some studies can be found in the literature, e.g. (Biscaia 
et al., 2017b; Biscaia and Ribeiro, 2019; Zhou et al., 2020; He et al., 
2020; Lye et al., 2021; Da Silva, 2010; Yang et al., 2019a; Biscaia, 2019, 
2020; Li et al., 2016a), where the influence of the temperature variations 
on flat overlapped bonded joints is analysed under Mode II, this is a 
subject that needs to be better understood when applied, for instance, on 
tensioned members of trusses (Qiu et al., 2017). In such cases, the joints 
of tubular CFRP composites localized on the truss knots are crucial for 
the integrity of the truss. For this reason, the main purpose of this work is 
to analyze the bond behaviour of overlapped bonded joints with a cir-
cular curvature when subjected to a temperature variation. Since from a 
practical point of view, the use of analytical formulations is preferred 
over numerical and more sophisticated ones, the present work in-
troduces a relatively simple closed-form solution that allows us to fully 
describe the debonding process of a hybrid overlapped bonded joint 
with a circular curvature under temperature variations. To validate the 
proposed analytical model, the analytical results are confronted against 
the results obtained from a FE analysis. To numerically model the con-
tact between bonded materials, the CZM is used. Several models were 
developed to simulate the bond behaviour of different overlapped joints 
with different geometries and covering, therefore, a wider range of 
circular or tubular hybrid bonded joints under different temperature 
variations. Based on both results, analytical and numerical, a good 
agreement could be observed whether on the predictive of the 
debonding states of the overlapped joints or the temperature vs. inter-
facial slip relationship (ΔT vs. s). Moreover, for the randomly selected 
temperature magnitudes within each debonding state, the analytical 
proposed model was able to track very closely the numerical results, 
namely the interfacial slips or stresses developed throughout the over-
lapped bonded length, or the strains developed in both materials. 

2. Proposed analytical model 

2.1. Basic assumptions 

Before introducing it, it is important to clarify which assumptions the 
proposed analytical model is based on. No less important is the defini-
tion of the shape used to locally model the bond behaviour between 
materials as well as the influence that a temperature variation may 
locally cause within the bonded interface. Only based on these two main 
aspects, it would be possible to identify and make a full description of 
the debonding process of a hybrid overlapped bonded joint whether 
with a circular, tubular or a simple flat cross-sectional area. 

In the definition of the adhesive model, depending on the materials 
used in the bonded joint, the choice of the more appropriate adhesive 
model will fall into the one that can better represent the relationship 
between the bond stresses and the interfacial slips. For instance, to 
locally reproduce the bond behaviour between a CFRP externally 
bonded onto a concrete surface, exponential adhesive models seem to be 
more appropriate due to the cracking of concrete (Biscaia et al., 2016), 
whereas the bilinear or trapezoidal models may better describe the local 
bond behaviour between, e.g., a CFRP externally bonded onto a steel 
plate with a stiff or ductile adhesive, respectively (Fernando et al., 2014; 
Wang et al., 2016; Biscaia et al., 2016; He et al., 2021). Nevertheless, 
there are several studies, e.g. (Li et al., 2018a; Lu et al., 2005; Elsayed 
et al., 2006) where the authors have used the bilinear adhesive model to 
locally approximate the bond behaviour of CFRP-to-concrete joints. 
Thereby, the bilinear adhesive model is a well-known model but unlike 
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concrete, steel does not crack and for this reason, it is more suitable for 
use on CFRP-to-metal joints. 

The influence of the temperature on the adhesives is the second main 
aspect to be considered here. As the temperature in the hybrid bonded 
joint reaches a value close to the vitreous transition temperature (Tg) of 
the adhesive, the initial mechanical properties of the adhesive tend to 
degrade and the initial effectiveness of the adhesive in transferring 
stresses between materials is severely affected. To follow such interfacial 
degradation, the initial parameters that define the local adhesive model 
must change with temperature. Therefore, the local adhesive model 
should reflect, in a realistic way, all those changes. In the case of flat 
CFRP-to-steel bonded joints, the authors have already proposed a pure 
Mode II temperature-dependent adhesive model elsewhere (Biscaia and 
Ribeiro, 2019). Since it was adopted in the present work, a brief 
explanation of this model (Biscaia and Ribeiro, 2019) is given in the next 
subsection. 

For all the previous explanations, the bilinear adhesive model shown 
in Fig. 1 was selected and used in the current work to predict the bond 
performance of hybrid overlapped bond joints with a circular or tubular 
cross-sectional area. To allow the full description of the debonding 
process of these types of joints subjected to temperature changes, the 
influence of Tg on the adhesive is ignored. However, the temperature- 
dependent adhesive model in (Biscaia and Ribeiro, 2019) can be 
implemented in the proposed analytical model and the influence of Tg 
can be considered during the debonding process of the hybrid bonded 
joint. In addition, and for the sake of the simplicity of the analytical 
solutions herein derived, the following aspects were also considered in 
the proposed analytical model:  

(i) the thicknesses of the bonded materials remain unchanged with 
the thermal loading;  

(ii) the dilatation or contraction of the materials due to, respectively, 
very high or very low temperatures are ignored;  

(iii) the temperature variation will have a uniform distribution 
through the thicknesses of the materials which, from a practical 
point of view, may fall into hybrid bonded joints where both 
materials have thin thicknesses;  

(iv) the local bond behaviour between materials is controlled by a 
bilinear adhesion model with a temperature dependency (see 
Fig. 2); 

(v) in the same cross-section of the hybrid bonded joint, the devel-
oped interfacial slips are the same which implies that the bond 
stresses are also the same along an angle θ that is made by the arc 

at the centre of the circular cross-section of the overlapped 
bonded joint;  

(vi) although the thermal loading may influence the elastic modulus 
of the bonded materials, these were kept unchanged during the 
full description of the debonding process of the hybrid bonded 
joint. However, like the influence of Tg that can be implemented 
and considered in the current proposed analytical model, the 
changes in the elastic modulus of both materials can be also 
implemented and considered in the analytical model;  

(vii) based on the bilinear adhesive model, the hybrid overlapped 
bonded joint will undergo the following three stages: Elastic (E); 
Softening (S); and Debonded (D) (see Fig. 1). Therefore, the states 
that the overlapped bonded joint will undergo during its 
debonding process will include, whether in an isolated or com-
bined way, those three stages. 

2.2. The temperature-dependent adhesive model 

To give an overview of the main aspects that support the 
temperature-dependent adhesive model adopted in this work, a brief 
explanation is presented next. Nevertheless, the reading of the original 
work (Biscaia and Ribeiro, 2019) is suggested that the reader may find 
further and more detailed explanations. 

This model is based on three main parameters that change according 
to the magnitude of the temperature: (i) elastic stiffness (KE); softening 
stiffness (KS); and (iii) fracture energy (GF). The first one defines the 
changes that will occur in the Elastic (E) stage of the adhesive model, 
whereas the second one describes the changes within the softening (S) 
stage (see Fig. 2a). The third one aims to control the changes in the 
energy released during the debonding process per a unit area of the 
overlapped length with the temperature. The adhesive model is based on 
several tests which define the changes occurring in the initial values of 
KE, KS, and GF. The quantification of these changes due to the thermal 
loading was calibrated with the experimental available data in the 
literature (Biscaia and Ribeiro, 2019; Al-Shawaf et al., 2006, 2009; 
Al-Shawaf, 2010; Nguyen et al., 2011a; Abed, 2012; Liu et al., 2014; Li 
et al., 2016b, 2018b; Zhou et al., 2017) and the following ratios 
KE(T)/KE, KS(T)/KS, and GF(T)/GF were obtained: 

KE(T)
KE

= 1 −
1

1 + e
− ke1⋅

(
T

Tg − ke2

) (1)  

KS(T)
KS

= 1 −
1

1 + e
− ks1⋅

(
T

Tg − ks2

) (2)  

and 

GF(T)
GF

= 1 −
1

1 + e
− g1⋅

(
T

Tg − g2

) (3)  

where KE(T) and KS(T) are the elastic and the softening stiffnesses at 
temperature T, respectively; GF(T) is the Mode II fracture energy at 
temperature T; and ke1, ke2, ks1, ks2, g1, and g2 are all dimensionless pa-
rameters obtained from the same minimization process where Eq. (1) to 
Eq. (3) were adjusted to the experimental data. If in the case of Eq. (1) 
and Eq. (3) a decrease in the initial values due to the increase in tem-
perature can be noticed clearly, the results supporting Eq. (2) were 
scattered. Still, considering the data used in the original work (Biscaia 
and Ribeiro, 2019), it seems to be reasonable to assume that the initial 
softening stiffness KS tends to decrease with the increase in temperature 
as well. Thus, and in the absence of more experimental data to refine the 
model, the values of those dimensionless parameters are ke1 = 4.953, ke2 
= 1.000, ks1 = 6.401; ks2 = 1.000, g1 = 10.176 and g2 = 1.107 (Biscaia 
and Ribeiro, 2019). 

The complete definition of the bilinear adhesive model is made Fig. 1. Adopted bilinear adhesion model.  
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through the quantification of the maximum interfacial stress and its 
corresponding interfacial slip at temperature T, as well as the quantifi-
cation of the interfacial slip beyond which both materials begin to 
separate from each other at temperature T, i.e. (Biscaia and Ribeiro, 
2019): 

τm(T)=

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
2GF(T)⋅KE(T)⋅KS(T)

KE(T) + KS(T)

√

(4)  

sm(T)=

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
2GF(T)⋅KS(T)

KE(T)⋅[KE(T) + KS(T)]

√

(5)  

and 

sf (T)=

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
2GF(T)⋅[KE(T) + KS(T)]

KE(T)⋅KS(T)

√

(6) 

Fig. 2b and c show the changes in τm, sm, and sf due to the temper-
ature increase predicted by the temperature-dependent adhesive model 
in (Biscaia and Ribeiro, 2019). From Fig. 2a, it can be seen that as the 
temperature becomes closer to Tg, the maximum interfacial stress decays 
abruptly. For instance, when T = Tg, the initial value of τm is reduced by 
approximately 38%. In the case of the interfacial slips, the increase of 
the temperature seems to increase the interfacial slips also. However, a 
peak on the interfacial slips is obtained at a temperature magnitude 
slightly higher than Tg, after which, the interfacial slips tend to decrease. 
Despite the model has been calibrated with extensive experimental data, 
this can be explained by the increase of the effective bond length, i.e. the 
length beyond which the load capacity, with the temperature increase 
(Biscaia and Ribeiro, 2019; Nguyen et al., 2011b, 2011c; Zhao et al., 
2014). Thus, with the increase of the temperature, the effective bond 
length largely increases, and to obtain the local adhesive model of the 
joint, a longer overlapped bonded joint is needed. However, this is not 

usually ensured due to the limitations of the available testing equipment 
that limits the dimension of the specimens. At an elevated temperature 
level, the initial overlapped bonded length becomes too short which 
inverts, therefore, the initial trend of increasing interfacial slips 
observed in Fig. 2b with the temperature, and begins to decrease (Bis-
caia and Ribeiro, 2019). 

2.3. Equilibrium equations 

To obtain the equilibrium equations it is first considered a finite 
length dx of the curved overlapped bonded joint is shown in Fig. 3. From 
the equilibrium of the forces in the finite length dx, the following 
equations can be obtained: 

σ1,x −
2τ⋅(R − t1)

t1⋅(2R − t1)
= 0 (7)  

and 

σ2,x +
2τ⋅(R − t1)

t2⋅(2R − 2t1 − t2)
= 0 (8)  

where σ1,x and σ2,x are the first derivative with respect to x (i.e. the axis 
parallel with the overlapped bonded length) of the normal stresses in 
material 1 and 2, respectively; t1 and t2 are the thicknesses of material 1 
and material 2, respectively; R is the external radius curvature of the 
cross-sectional area of the tubular bonded hybrid transition; and τ is the 
interfacial bond stress. Since Eq. (7) or (8) have no dependencies on the 
angle θ, these can be applied to cross-sectional transitions bonded joints 
with either circular or tubular sections. Moreover, the debonding phe-
nomenon of a circular or tubular hybrid transition joint can be analysed 
through a single line parallel with the overlapped bonded length. It 
should be also mentioned that if a flat bonded joint is considered, the 
external radius curvature R in Eqs. (7) and (8) assume an infinite which 

Fig. 2. Influence of the thermal loading in the: (a) bilinear adhesive model proposed in (Biscaia and Ribeiro, 2019); (b) maximum interfacial stress (τm); and (c) 
interfacial slips sm and sf. 
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leads, respectively, to the two following equations: 

σ1,x −
τ
t1
= 0 (9)  

and 

σ2,x +
τ
t2
= 0. (10) 

These two equations, Eqs. (9) and (10), are the same equilibrium 
equations that would be obtained from a flat hybrid bonded joint in 
which both materials had the same width. 

In addition to Eqs. (7) and (8) and under thermal loading, the forces 
developed in both materials are auto-equilibrated, and therefore, at any 
point of the overlapped bonded joint, the following equation can be 
established also: 

F1 +F2 = 0 (11)  

where F1 and F2 are the axial forces in materials 1 and 2, respectively. 

2.4. Axial stresses and strain equations 

As already mentioned, assuming that the hybrid transition bonded 
joint is carried out by two materials with an elastic behaviour, the 
stresses in both materials, material 1 and material 2, are, respectively: 

σ1 =E1⋅ε1 (12)  

and 

σ2 =E2⋅ε2 (13)  

where E1 and E2 are the elastic modulus of material 1 and material 2, 
respectively; and ε1,x and ε2,x are the total strains in material 1 and 
material 2. In the present conditions, these two strains can be respec-
tively defined according to: 

ε1 = u1,x − α1⋅ΔT (14)  

and 

ε2 = u2,x − α2⋅ΔT (15)  

where α1 and α2 are the linear thermal expansion coefficients of material 
1 and material 2, respectively; u1,x, and u2,x correspond to the first de-
rivatives of the displacements in materials 1 and 2, respectively, with 
respect to x in which the x-axis is parallel with the overlapped length; 
and ΔT is the temperature variation (corresponding to the thermal 
loading), which is defined by the amplitude between the final and initial 
temperatures, i.e.: 

ΔT =Tf − Ti (16)  

where Tf and Ti are the final and the initial temperatures, respectively. 
Introducing Eq. (14) into Eq. (12) the stresses in material 1 are: 

σ1 =E1⋅
(
u1,x − α1 ⋅ ΔT

)
(17)  

whilst introducing Eq. (15) into Eq. (13), the stresses in material 2 are: 

σ2 =E2⋅
(
u2,x − α2 ⋅ ΔT

)
(18) 

Denoting the interfacial slips (s) as the relative displacements be-
tween material 1 and material 2, i.e.: 

s= u1 − u2 (19)  

when its first derivative with respect to x is introduced in (18), it yields: 

σ1 =E1⋅
(
u2,x + s,x − α1 ⋅ ΔT

)
(20)  

and 

σ2 =E2⋅
(
u1,x − s,x − α2 ⋅ ΔT

)
(21) 

Isolating u1,x in Eq. (21), we have: 

u1,x =
σ2

E2
+ s,x + α2⋅ΔT (22)  

which, when introduced into Eq. (17), leads to: 

s,x =
σ1

E1
−

σ2

E2
+(α1 − α2)⋅ΔT (23)  

which can be rewritten as follows: 

s,x =
F1

E1A1
−

F2

E2A2
+(α1 − α2)⋅ΔT (24)  

where A1 and A2 are the cross-sectional areas of materials 1 and 2, 
respectively, i.e.: 

A1 =
θ
2

t1⋅(2R − t1) (25)  

and 

A2 =
θ
2

t2⋅(2R − 2t1 − t2) (26)  

where t1 and t2 are the thicknesses of material 1 and material 2, 
respectively; and θ is the angle (in radians) made by the arc at the centre 
of the circular cross-section of the overlapped bonded joint (see Fig. 3). 
Introducing now Eq. (11) into Eq. (24), we have: 

Fig. 3. Equilibrium of the forces in a tubular cross-sectional hybrid bonded 
joint with a double butt lap configuration. 
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σ1 =
E1

1 + r
⋅
[
s,x − (α1 − α2) ⋅ ΔT

]
(27)  

where r is defined as the ratio between the axial stiffnesses of material 1 
and material 2, i.e.: 

r =
E1A1

E2A2
(28)  

or, considering Eqs. (25) and (26): 

r =
E1t1

E2t2
⋅

2R − t1

2R − 2t1 − t2
(29) 

On the other hand, the stresses in material 2 can be calculated if in 
Eq. (11) it is introduced Eq. (27) which, after a few simple mathematical 
operations, gives: 

σ2 = −
r⋅E2

1 + r
⋅
[
s,x − (α1 − α2) ⋅ ΔT

]
(30) 

The determinations of the strains developed in both materials are 
now determined. Hence, for the calculation of the strains in material 1, 
Eq. (27) is introduced into Eq. (14), which gives: 

u1,x =
1

1 + r
⋅
[
s,x − (α1 − α2) ⋅ ΔT

]
+α1⋅ΔT (31) 

The strains developed in material 2 can be calculated if Eq. (30) is 
introduced into Eq. (18). Thus, the following equation is derived: 

u2,x = −
r

1 + r
⋅
[
s,x − (α1 − α2) ⋅ ΔT

]
+α2⋅ΔT (32) 

Particularly Eq. (31) is quite useful since, during an experimental 
test, it allows the calculations of the interfacial slips throughout the 
overlapped bonded length. So, to calculate the interfacial slips, the 
integration of the following equation can be carried out: 

s,x =(1+ r) ⋅ u1,x − (r ⋅ α1 +α2)⋅ΔT (33) 

Another interesting aspect derived from Eq. (33) is the influence of 
the temperature variations on the interfacial slips which are directly 
proportional with r•α1 + α2. The interfacial slips are also magnified 
when r = 1, i.e. when the axial stiffness of both materials has the same 
value. However, with no temperature variation and in the presence of a 
rigid material 2 (r = 0), Eq. (33) is reduced to 

s,x = u1,x (34)  

which is a very well-known relationship used in the literature by several 
authors, e.g. (Focacci et al., 2000; Khalfallah, 2008; Shi et al., 2013; 
Vaculik et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2020; Biscaia and Diogo, 2020), to 
calculate the strains developed in FRP composites bonded onto a con-
crete and rigid substrate. 

2.5. Governing equation 

The temperature variations herein considered lead to a uniform 
distribution throughout the thicknesses of material 1 and material 2. 
Under this condition, the derivative of Eq. (23) with respect to x, leads 
to: 

s,xx =
σ1,x

E1
−

σ2,x

E2
(35)  

which introducing (7) and (8) into (25), gives the following equilibrium 
differential equation of the overlapped hybrid bonded joint with a reg-
ular curvature: 

s,xx − λ⋅τ = 0 (36)  

where 

λ=
2(R − t1)

(2R − t1)⋅E1t1
⋅(1+ r) (37) 

Taking a deep look into Eq. (37) it can be stated that parameter λ 
should vary between a minimum and a maximum value. The latter will 
be obtained when 

R= t1 + t2 (38)  

and it represents a circular section with no hollows in it whereas the 
former one is obtained when R → ∞, which leads to: 

λ=
1

E2t2
+

1
E1t1

(39) 

and it is associated with flat adhesively bonded structures. Thus, to 
describe the debonding process of a hybrid overlapped bonded joint 
with a circular or tubular cross-sectional area, Eq. (36) should be solved 
for each state that the interface will undergo until the complete sepa-
ration of material 1 from material 2. These states will depend on the 
three stages already defined for the bi-linear adhesive model: Elastic (E); 
Softening (S) and Debonded (D). In the following section, the analyses of 
all the states that the hybrid overlapped bonded joint will undergo until 
its complete debonding due to the thermal loading are described and 
explained next. 

3. Definition of the debonding process 

The identification, description, and definition of each state that the 
hybrid overlapped bonded joint undergoes during the thermal loading 
until its complete debonding are presented thoroughly. Before entering 
into further details, it should be bear in mind first that a temperature 
variation leads to a symmetric condition to the overlapped length. 
Therefore, the mid-point of the hybrid overlapped bonded joint cannot 
slip and, consequently, in the exclusive presence of thermal loading, the 
elastic and softened regions of the overlapped bonded length will never 
disappear during the debonding process of the joint. Regarding the ad-
hesive model, all points of the overlapped bonded length should follow 
the interfacial stress vs. slip relationship defined there. Since at the 
centre of the overlapped length the interfacial slips are zero, the centre 
of the overlapped length will remain in the E state. Other regions next to 
this E region, will be softened and at the vicinities of both ends of the 
joint will occur the separation (or debonding) of material 1 from ma-
terial 2. Naturally, as the debonding limits increase, the E and S regions 
decrease but, from a theoretical perspective, both will never disappear. 
It is important to also mention that to fully describe the debonding 
process of a hybrid overlapped bonded length subjected to thermal 
loading, the influence of Tg on the adhesive is not considered. Still, this 
does not limit the proposed analytical model to such an unrealistic sit-
uation as it will be shown later. 

In the subsequent sections, each state that the overlapped bonded 
joint will undergo during its debonding process is described through the 
definition of the interfacial slips, stresses, and strains developed in both 
materials, 1 and 2. All the states are presented here in their order of 
appearance in the debonding process: (i) Elastic (E) state; (ii) Softening- 
Elastic-Softening (S-E-S) state; and (iii) Debonded-Softening-Elastic- 
Softening-Debonded (D-S-E-S-D) state. Fig. 4 shows, in a synthesized 
way, these states during the debonding process of an overlapped bonded 
joint with a tubular cross-sectional area. 

3.1. Elastic state (E) 

Before any temperature variation is applied to the hybrid overlapped 
bonded joint, the full overlapped length is undeformed. However, once 
the temperature variations begin to increase, the entire overlapped 
length will be under the E state. In this first state, the interfacial slips 
within the entire overlapped length are lower than sm and therefore, the 
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interfacial stresses are defined through the E stage of the bi-linear ad-
hesive model according to: 

τE(s)=KE⋅s (40)  

where 

KE =
τm

sm
. (41) 

Thus, introducing Eq. (40) into Eq. (36), the hybrid overlapped 
bonded joint is governed by the following 2nd-order differential 
equation: 

s,xx − γe
2⋅s = 0 (42)  

where 

γe
2 =KE⋅λ (43) 

To solve Eq. (42), since no loads are applied to material 1 at x = 0 nor 
in material 2 at x = Lb, the axial stresses in material 1 and material 2 
obtained, respectively, from Eq. (27) and Eq. (30), have both a zero 
value. Thus, the solution of Eq. (42), i.e. the interfacial slip distribution 
of this E state is: 

sE(x)=
(α1 − α2)⋅ΔT

γe
⋅
[

sinh(γe ⋅ x)+
1 − cosh(γe⋅Lb)

sinh(γe⋅Lb)
⋅ cosh(γe ⋅ x)

]

(44)  

based on Eq. (44), the interfacial stresses can be determined by simply 
introducing into it the equation that locally defines the elastic behaviour 

of the overlapped bonded joint stated in (40), i.e.: 

τE(x)=
KE⋅(α1 − α2)⋅ΔT

γe
⋅
[

sinh(γe ⋅ x)+
1 − cosh(γe⋅Lb)

sinh(γe⋅Lb)
⋅ cosh(γe ⋅ x)

]

(45) 

If the first derivative of Eq. (44) with respect to x is introduced into 
Eq. (31), then the strains developed in material 1 are calculated ac-
cording to: 

u1,x
⃒
⃒

E=
ΔT
1+r

⋅
[

(α1 − α2)⋅
(

cosh(γe ⋅x)+
1− cosh(γe⋅Lb)

sinh(γe⋅Lb)
⋅sinh(γe ⋅x)

)

+α2+r⋅α1

]

(46)  

whereas the same derivative of Eq. (44) with respect to x when intro-
duced into Eq. (32) gives the expression of the strains developed in 
material 2 as follows 

u2,x
⃒
⃒

E =
ΔT

1 + r
⋅
[

− r ⋅ (α1 − α2) ⋅
(

cosh(γe ⋅ x) +
1 − cosh(γe⋅Lb)

sinh(γe⋅Lb)
⋅ sinh(γe ⋅ x)

)

+α2 + r ⋅ α1

]

(47) 

The end of this E state will be reached when both ends of the over-
lapped bonded joint, i.e. at x = 0 and at x = Lb, have the interfacial slip 
sm. Therefore, considering that sE = sm in Eq. (44), it will allow us to 
calculate the maximum temperature variation in the E state: 

ΔT =
γe⋅sm

α1 − α2
⋅

sinh(γe⋅Lb)

1 − cosh(γe⋅Lb)
(48) 

Fig. 4. Debonding process of an overlapped bonded joint with a tubular cross-sectional area subjected to thermal loading and without considering the Tg of the 
adhesive: (a) thermal loading vs. interfacial slip; (b) E state in which τ < τm; (c) limit of the E state in which τ = τm at both ends of the joint; (d) S-E-S state; (e) end of 
the S-E-S state and initiation of the D-S-E-S-D state; (f) D-S-E-S-D state; and (g) somewhere in the D-S-E-S-D state at a higher thermal loading magnitude. 
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However, in the presence of an infinite overlapped bonded length, 
the term with the hyperbolic functions tends to be one. Moreover, 
denoting GF,E as the elastic fracture energy of the adhesive model, i.e., 
the area limited by the elastic stage only, Eq. (48) can be rewritten as 
follows: 

ΔTmax,E =
2

α1 − α2
⋅

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
GF,E⋅(R − t1)⋅(1 + r)

(2R − t1)⋅E1t1

√

(49)  

where 

GF,E =
τm⋅sm

2
(50) 

Another relevant aspect is the calculation of the overlapped bonded 
length that will be needed to consider ensuring that the E state will fully 
develop in it. Such needed overlapped bonded length should be suffi-
ciently long enough that the maximum bond stress and its corresponding 
interfacial slip will be reached at both ends of the joint, i.e. at x = 0 and 
x = Lb. Therefore, it can be assumed that when γe•Lb = 4, Eq. (48) will 
return the maximum value of ΔT, and consequently, the following 
expression can be written: 

Lb =Lb,E =
4
γe

(51) 

Introducing Eq. (43) into Eq. (51) it leads to: 

Lb,E = 2⋅

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
2⋅(2R − t1)⋅E1t1

KE⋅(R − t1)⋅(1 + r)

√

(52)  

3.2. Softening-Elastic-Softening state (S-E-S) 

Once the interfacial slip sm is reached in both ends of the overlapped 
bonded length, this new S-E-S state begins. Within the vicinities of both 
ends of the joint, the interfacial slips increase with the increase of the 
temperature, and the localization of sm moves towards the centre of the 
overlapped joint. Therefore, the edges of the overlapped bonded joints 
are now softened whilst the centre is still within the E stage. The limited 
softened regions are equal on both edges of the joint and it is hereafter 
denoted as the softened length (LS). 

To solve the 2nd-order differential equation in (36), two other 
boundary conditions, beyond those already stated for the E state at x =
0 and x = Lb (see the previous subsection), must be used. Therefore, at 
the left transition point between the S and the E stages, i.e. at x = LS, a 
continuous strain field in material 1 should be ensured. Considering the 
symmetry of the problem, the other boundary condition is taken from 
the mid-point of the overlapped bonded joint where the interfacial slip is 
zero during the full debonding process of the joint. Using the two latter 
boundary conditions in Eq. (36), it is possible to obtain the interfacial 
slips of the E region: 

sE(x)=
sm⋅sinh

[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − x

)]

sinh
[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − LS

)] (53)  

where LS ≤ x ≤ Lb - LS, which corresponds to the centre of the overlapped 
bonded length of the joint between the S regions developed at both 
edges of the joint. 

In the S regions, the interfacial slips are higher than sm but lower than 
sf and, for the S stage of the adhesive model, the interfacial stress is 
defined according to: 

τS(s)=KS⋅
(
sf − s

)
(54)  

where 

KS =
τm

sf − sm
(55) 

Introducing Eq. (54) into Eq. (36), the calculation of the interfacial 

slips within the S regions of the bonded joint is carried out by solving the 
following 2nd-order differential equation: 

s,xx + γs
2 ⋅

(
s − sf

)
= 0 (56)  

where 

γs
2 =KS⋅λ (57) 

To that end, using now the other two boundary conditions at x =
0 and x = LS, the solution of Eq. (56) allows the calculation of the 
interfacial slips within the S regions of the overlapped bonded length as 
follows: 

sS(x)= sf +
cos(γs⋅x)

γs⋅sin(γs⋅LS)
⋅

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣(α1 − α2) ⋅ ΔT ⋅ cos(γs ⋅ LS)+

γe⋅sm

tanh
[
γe⋅

( Lb

2
− LS

)]

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

+
sin(γs⋅x)

γs
⋅ (α1 − α2) ⋅ ΔT

(58)  

where 0 ≤ x ≤ LS. However, it should be kept in mind that although Eq. 
(58) is used to define the left S region of the overlapped bonded length, 
the calculation of the interfacial slips developed at the other S region, i.e. 
on the right hand, can be made also with this same equation if instead of 
x it is used Lb - x. 

To define the softened length LS and know exactly where the S region 
ends and the E region begins, the following condition can be imposed on 
Eq. (58): at x = LS, s = sm. However, the term LS cannot be isolated, and 
the temperature variation is isolated instead. Thus, the following 
equality is obtained. 

ΔT(LS)=
γs⋅sin(γs⋅LS)⋅tanh

[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − LS

)]
⋅
(
sm − sf

)
− γe⋅sm⋅cos(γs⋅LS)

tanh
[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − LS

)]
⋅(α1 − α2)

(59) 

It should be kept in mind that the value of ΔT to be obtained from Eq. 
(59) should be always higher than that obtained from Eq. (49), which 
has limited the maximum temperature variation in the E state. Also, the 
temperature variation is the parameter that is used to control the 
debonding process of the overlapped bonded joint. Thereby, when using 
(59) no explicit solution can be found for LS unless a trial-and-error 
process is carried out after fixing a value for ΔT higher than that 
found in (49). By repeating this same process for several fixing ΔT, the 
relationship between ΔT and LS can be plotted and the maximum value 
of ΔT allowed in the S-E-S state can be estimated. 

Looking now at the determination of the interfacial stresses devel-
oped throughout the overlapped bonded length, these can be found by 
introducing Eq. (53) into Eq. (40) and by introducing Eq. (58) into Eq. 
(54), allowing, therefore, the calculation of the thermal expansion bond 
stresses within the E and S regions of the joint, respectively, according 
to: 

τE(x)=
τm⋅sinh

[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − x

)]

sinh
[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − LS

)] (60)  

and 

τS(x)= − KS⋅

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

cos(γs⋅x)
γs⋅sin(γs⋅LS)

⋅

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣(α1 − α2)⋅ΔT⋅cos(γs⋅LS)+

γe⋅sm

tanh
[
γe⋅

(
Lb

2
− LS

)]

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

+
sin(γs⋅x)

γs
⋅(α1 − α2)⋅ΔT

}

(61) 

The strains in material 1 and material 2 can be also determined. To 
that end, Eq. (31) and Eq. (32) can be used. So, the strains developed in 
material 1 within the E and S regions of the overlapped bonded joint are 
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obtained by introducing the first derivative of Eq. (53) with respect to x 
into Eq. (31) whilst the strains in material 1 within the S region are 
obtained by introducing the first derivative of Eq. (58) with respect to x 
into Eq. (31). Hence, the strain in material 1 within the E and S regions 
are defined, respectively: 

u1,x
⃒
⃒

E =
1

1 + r
⋅

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣ −

γe⋅sm⋅cosh
[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − x

)]

sinh
[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − LS

)] +(r ⋅ α1 +α2) ⋅ ΔT

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ (62)  

and 

u1,x
⃒
⃒

S =
1

1+r
⋅

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

−
sin(γs⋅x)
sin(γs⋅LS)

⋅

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣(α1 − α2)⋅ΔT⋅cos(γs⋅LS)+

γe⋅sm

tanh
[
γe⋅

(
Lb

2
− LS

)]

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

+[cos(γs⋅x)⋅(α1 − α2)+(r⋅α1+α2)]⋅ΔT}
(63) 

Analogous to the determination of the strains developed in material 

1, the strains in material 2 are determined by introducing the first de-
rivatives of Eq. (53) and Eq. (58) with respect to x into Eq. (32). In the 
former case, the strains developed in the E region are determined as 
follows: 

u2,x
⃒
⃒

E =
1

1 + r
⋅

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

r⋅γe⋅sm⋅cosh
[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − x

)]

sinh
[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − LS

)] +(r ⋅ α1 + α2) ⋅ ΔT

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ (64)  

whilst the strains developed in the left-handed S region are: 

u2,x
⃒
⃒

S =
1

1+ r
⋅

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

r⋅sin(γs⋅x)
sin(γs⋅LS)

⋅

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣(α1 − α2)⋅ΔT⋅cos(γs⋅LS)+

γe⋅sm

tanh
[
γe⋅

(
Lb

2
− LS

)]

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

+[ − r⋅cos(γs⋅x)⋅(α1 − α2)+(r⋅α1 +α2)]⋅ΔT}
(65) 

The interfacial stresses or the strains in both materials developed at 
the right hand of the bonded joint, i.e. in the interval Lb - LS ≤ x ≤ Lb, can 
be calculated if x in Eqs. (61), (63) and (65) are replaced by Lb - x. 

3.3. Debonding-Softening-Elastic-Softening-debonding state (D-S-E-S-D) 

The separation of material 1 from material 2 begins after the 
maximum temperature variation and the corresponding LS is obtained 
from Eq. (59). At this exact moment, the interfacial slip at both edges of 
the overlapped bonded length has developed a slip equal to sf on each 
edge and the softened length is maximized, i.e. LS = LS,max. The increase 
of ΔT leads to the increase of the interfacial slip also and two debonded 
regions located at the right and left hand of the overlapped bonded joint 
tend to increase towards the centre of the joint. As these debonded 
lengths (LD) increase, the E region tends to decrease while both S regions 
move towards the centre of the joint also. Due to the symmetric condi-
tions of the debonding process, this stress transfer process will sym-
metrically develop with respect to the mid-point of the bonded length. 
Based on this symmetric condition, the analytical description of this D-S- 
E-S-D state can be carried out if Eq. (36) is applied to the E, S, and D 

regions of the overlapped bonded joint. Hence, with three different re-
gions with three different stages, it is needed to use three different 2nd- 
order differential equations where the six following boundary condi-
tions should be used: (i) at x = Lb/2, s = 0; (ii) at x = LS + LD, s = sm; (iii) 
at x = LD, σ1 = 0; (iv) at x = LS + LD, the strains developed in material 1 
are continuous; (v) at x = LD, s = sf; and (vi) at x = 0, σ1 = 0. 

For the definition of the E region, the 2nd-order differential equation 
stated in (42) can be used with the two first boundary conditions which 
lead to the interfacial slips: 

sE(x)=
sm⋅sinh

[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − x

)]

sinh
[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − LS − LD

)] (66) 

Comparing Eq. (53) with Eq. (66), it can be noticed that both are the 
same if LS in (53) is replaced by LS + LD. 

To define the interfacial slip developed within the S region, the 2nd- 
order differential equation in (56) is used along with the third and fourth 
boundary conditions enumerated previously. Thus, the interfacial slips 
of the S regions are defined according to:  

Finally, the interfacial slips of the D regions are obtained from: 

s,xx=
,xx0 (68)  

which when integrated with the help of the fifth and sixth boundary 
conditions defined earlier, leads to the definition of the interfacial slips 
of the D regions, i.e.: 

sD(x)= (α1 − α2) ⋅ ΔT ⋅ (x − LD) + sf (69) 

To describe this state correctly, it is also needed to find the values of 
two distinct lengths for each temperature variation imposed on the joint. 
One corresponds to the softened length (LS) and the other one to the 
debonded length (LD). If in the case of the softened length its value tends 
to decrease with the increase of the temperature, the debonded length 
increases with the temperature. Hence, to calculate the values of LS and 
LD for a certain temperature variation, two independent equations are 
needed to define. These can be found by considering in Eq. (67) that s =
sf at x = LD, whereas the second equation can be obtained by assuming 
that s = sm at x = LS + LD in Eq. (67) as well. Then, the following first and 
second equations will allow us to calculate, for a fixed temperature 
variation (which must be higher than that obtained from (59)), the 
corresponding values of LS and LD, i.e.: 

ΔT(LS,LD)=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

(
sm − sf

)
⋅γs ⋅sin(γs ⋅LS)+

γe⋅sm⋅cos(γs⋅LS)

tanh
[
γe⋅

(
LD +LS −

Lb
2

)]

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦⋅

1
(α1 − α2)

(70)  

and 

ΔT(LS,LD)=
γe⋅sm

cos(γs⋅LS)⋅tanh
[
γe⋅

(
LD + LS −

Lb
2

)]
⋅(α1 − α2)

(71) 

Like in Eq. (59), these two equations (70) and (71) can only be solved 
numerically, and a new trial-and-error process should be implemented 
here. With these two lengths calculated, the interfacial slips in all the 
overlapped bonded length are defined. Thus, the interfacial stresses can 
be calculated if Eqs. (66) and (67) are introduced into Eq. (40) and Eq. 
(54), respectively. For the debonded regions, since material 1 has 

sS(x)= −
γe⋅sm⋅cos[γs⋅(LD − x)]

γs⋅sin(γs⋅LS)⋅tanh
[
γe⋅

(
LD + LS −

Lb

2
)]+

(α1 − α2)⋅ΔT⋅cos[γs⋅(LS + LD − x)]
γs⋅sin(γs⋅LS) +sf

(67)   
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already separated from material 2, the interfacial stresses in the 
debonded regions are always zero. Hence, the thermal expansion bond 
stresses in the elastic region located in the centre of the overlapped 
bonded length are: 

τE(x)=
τm⋅sinh

[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − x

)]

sinh
[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − LS − LD

)] (72)  

whilst the thermal expansion bond stresses developed in the softened 
regions located between the E and D regions of the overlapped bonded 
length are defined according to: 

τS(x) = KS⋅
{
(α1 − α2)⋅ΔT⋅cos[γs⋅(LS + LD − x)]

γs⋅sin(γs⋅LS)

−
γe⋅sm⋅cos[γs⋅(LD − x)]

γs⋅sin(γs⋅LS)⋅tanh
[

γe⋅
(

LD + LS −
Lb

2

)]

⎫
⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭

(73) 

Next, the strains developed in both materials are defined. To that 
end, Eq. (31) is used to define the strains in material 1 in the E, S, and D 
regions. Therefore, introducing the first derivatives of Eq. (66) and Eq. 
(67) with respect to x into Eq. (31), the strain in material 1 within the E 
and S regions are obtained, respectively, as follows: 

u1,x
⃒
⃒

E =
1

1 + r
⋅

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣ −

γe⋅sm⋅cosh
[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − x

)]

sinh
[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − LS − LD

)]+(r ⋅ α1 +α2) ⋅ ΔT

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ (74)  

and 

u1,x
⃒
⃒

S =
1

1 + r
⋅

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

−
γe⋅sm⋅sin[γs⋅(LD − x)]

sin(γs⋅LS)⋅tanh
[
γe⋅

(

LD + LS −
Lb

2

)]

+

[
(α1 − α2)⋅sin[γs⋅(LS + LD − x)]

sin(γs⋅LS)
+ (r⋅α1 + α2)

]

⋅ΔT
}

(75) 

Analogous, the strains developed in material 1 within the D region 
are determined from the first derivative of Eq. (69) with respect to x 
which when introduced into Eq. (31) leads to the following classical 
expression for the determination of the strains in a regular material 
subjected to a thermal loading: 

u1,x
⃒
⃒

S =α1⋅ΔT (76) 

The same reasoning applies to the definition of the strains developed 
in material 2, from which the strains in the E and S regions are, 
respectively: 

u2,x
⃒
⃒

E =
1

1 + r
⋅

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

r⋅γe⋅sm⋅cosh
[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − x

)]

sinh
[
γe⋅

( Lb
2 − LS − LD

)] +(r ⋅ α1 + α2) ⋅ ΔT

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ (77)  

and 

u2,x
⃒
⃒

S =
1

1 + r
⋅

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

r⋅γe⋅sm⋅sin[γs⋅(LD − x)]

sin(γs⋅LS)⋅tanh
[
γe⋅

(

LD + LS −
Lb

2

)]

+

[

(r⋅α1 + α2) −
r⋅(α1 − α2)⋅sin[γs⋅(LS + LD − x)]

sin(γs⋅LS)

]

⋅ΔT
}

(78)  

whereas in the D region, the strains developed in material 2 are: 

u2,x
⃒
⃒

S =α2⋅ΔT (79)  

4. Numerical validation 

To validate the proposed analytical model, several hybrid bonded 
joints with different properties and geometries are analysed through the 
Finite Element Method (FEM). The numerical models were carried out 
with the commercial software package LS-DYNA R12 (Hallquist, 2006). 
A total of 48 three-dimensional models were considered with the 
properties and geometries defined in Table 1. The main goal of these 
numerous numerical simulations is to cover a wide range of situations 
that can, therefore, validate the proposed analytical model. Thereby, the 
following four parameters were considered in the numerical models: (i) 
the axial stiffness r as defined in Eq. (29); (ii) the elastic modulus of the 
adherends 1 (E1); (iii) the thickness of the adherend 2 (t2); and (iv) the 
external radius of curvature (R). To represent a steel substrate, the 
elastic modulus of the adherend 2 was set equal to E2 = 200 GPa whilst 
the thickness of the adherend 1 was t1 = 1.4 mm which is a common 
thickness found in CFRP laminates (Biscaia and Diogo, 2020). It should 
be bear in mind also that since the angle θ is supposed to not influence 
the temperature capacity of the bonded joints nor the strains or thermal 

Table 1 
Main properties and geometries of the hybrid bonded joints under study.  

No. r 
(− ) 

R 
(mm) 

E1 

(GPa) 
t2 

(mm) 
E1•A1 

(kN/ 
mm2) 

E2•A2 

(kN/ 
mm2) 

λ ( ×
10− 6 

mm− 1) 

1 0.2 15 61.7 2.5 125.8 194.0 13.215 
2  30 66.7 2.5 257.7 429.6 12.548 
3  45 68.3 2.5 389.7 665.2 12.354 
4  60 69.1 2.5 521.6 900.8 12.262 
5  15 110.9 5 125.8 348.7 7.351 
6  30 127.3 5 257.7 820.0 6.575 
7  45 132.5 5 389.7 1291.2 6.365 
8  60 135.2 5 521.6 1762.4 6.267 
9  15 147.6 7.5 125.8 464.2 5.523 
10  30 181.7 7.5 257.7 1171.0 4.604 
11  45 192.8 7.5 389.7 1877.9 4.376 
12  60 198.2 7.5 521.6 2584.7 4.273 
13  15 171.8 10 125.8 540.3 4.744 
14  30 230.1 10 257.7 1482.8 3.636 
15  45 249.0 10 389.7 2425.3 3.389 
16  60 258.3 10 521.6 3367.8 3.280 
17 0.8 15 246.8 2.5 125.8 194.0 4.956 
18  30 266.7 2.5 257.7 429.6 4.706 
19  45 273.1 2.5 389.7 665.2 4.633 
20  60 276.3 2.5 521.6 900.8 4.598 
21  15 443.6 5 125.8 348.7 2.757 
22  30 509.0 5 257.7 820.0 2.466 
23  45 530.2 5 389.7 1291.2 2.387 
24  60 540.6 5 521.6 1762.4 2.350 
25  15 590.4 7.5 125.8 464.2 2.071 
26  30 727.0 7.5 257.7 1171.0 1.726 
27  45 771.0 7.5 389.7 1877.9 1.641 
28  60 792.8 7.5 521.6 2584.7 1.603 
29  15 687.3 10 125.8 540.3 1.779 
30  30 920.5 10 257.7 1482.8 1.363 
31  45 995.8 10 389.7 2425.3 1.271 
32  60 1033.0 10 521.6 3367.8 1.230 
33 1 15 308.4 2.5 125.8 194.0 4.405 
34  30 333.3 2.5 257.7 429.6 4.183 
35  45 341.4 2.5 389.7 665.2 4.118 
36  60 345.4 2.5 521.6 900.8 4.087 
37  15 554.4 5 125.8 348.7 2.450 
38  30 636.3 5 257.7 820.0 2.192 
39  45 662.7 5 389.7 1291.2 2.122 
40  60 675.7 5 521.6 1762.4 2.089 
41  15 738.0 7.5 125.8 464.2 1.841 
42  30 908.7 7.5 257.7 1171.0 1.534 
43  45 963.8 7.5 389.7 1877.9 1.459 
44  60 991.0 7.5 521.6 2584.7 1.424 
45  15 859.1 10 125.8 540.3 1.581 
46  30 1150.7 10 257.7 1482.8 1.212 
47  45 1244.8 10 389.7 2425.3 1.130 
48  60 1291.3 10 521.6 3367.8 1.093  
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bond stresses, the numerical simulations were carried out by assuming 
circular and/or tubular bonded joints (i.e. θ = 360◦). 

During the subsequent analyses, some simplifications were adopted 
to prevent the increase of the text unnecessarily and make more fluent 
the readability of the text. Therefore, three axial stiffness ratios were 
selected, which ensures that the model may cover a low (r = 0.2), a high 
(r = 0.8), or an axial stiffness ratio value equal to one. In addition, the 
implemented CZM in all the numerical simulations was always the same. 
The thickness of the element to model the crack opening between the 
outer material (herein defined as material 1) and the inner material (i.e. 
material 2) is nil. The CZM is based on a bilinear bond-slip relationship 
like the one represented in Fig. 1. At room temperature, with no tem-
perature variations, the parameters needed to define the bond-slip 
relationship are sm = 0.106 mm, τm = 19.65 MPa (i.e. with an elastic 
stiffness of KE = 185.4 MPa/mm and elastic fracture energy of GF,E =

1.041 N/mm), sf = 0.220 mm (i.e. with a softening stiffness of KS =

172.37 MPa/mm) and GF = 2.162 N/mm. With these values, the local 
bond-slip relationship is suitable for applying to CFRP-to-steel bonded 
joints as mentioned in the literature (Biscaia and Ribeiro, 2019). 
Another simplicity herein considered is the overlapped bonded length of 
the joints that was kept the same in all the numerical simulations (i.e. Lb 
= 350 mm). Finally, and to be consistent with a CFRP-to-steel bonded 
joint, the thermal expansion coefficient of the outer material is α1 = 0.3 
× 10− 6/◦C whilst, for the inner material thermal it was adopted a 
thermal expansion coefficient of α2 = 12 × 10− 6/◦C (Biscaia and Ribeiro, 
2019). With these thermal expansion coefficients, the outer material will 
be the CFRP composite whereas the inner material will be the steel. 

4.1. The finite element model 

To model several three-dimensional real problems with a high level 
of accuracy, LS-DYNA R12 (Hallquist, 2006) has been used in a wide 
range of applications, such as in the automobile, aerospace, construc-
tion, military, manufacturing, or bioengineering industries (Tho et al., 
2004; Xiao et al., 2009; Wenk et al., 2009; Filice et al., 2010; Hussain 
et al., 2013; Ahmeda et al., 2014; Rawat and Singh, 2017; Salvado et al., 
2017; Bolisetti et al., 2018; Carvalho et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019; Luo 
et al., 2019; Kumar and Shrivaathsav, 2019). In the present work, 3D 
models of the tubular hybrid bonded joints were developed. A regular 
mesh of 8-noded hexahedrons with a fully integrated element formula-
tion was adopted in the 48 different cases listed in Table 1. To avoid 
losing the efficiency of the numerical simulations, the development of 
their geometries was based on the three following main criteria: (i) use 
of three finite elements along with the thickness of each cylinder or tube 
with the same thickness; (ii) as already shown in some experimental 
works available in the literature (Biscaia, 2019, 2020; Biscaia et al., 
2015b; Maazoun et al., 2019; Alhassan et al., 2020), the adopted size of 
the finite elements is 1 mm along the overlapped bonded length; and (iii) 
use of 24 elements along the perimeter of the tubular cross-section when 
R = 15 mm, 48 elements when R = 30 mm, 72 elements when R = 45 
mm (see Fig. 5) and 96 elements when R = 60 mm. 

To simulate the thermal loading condition and promote the 
debonding process previously described in Section 3, a monotonic 
temperature variation was applied to the adherends. This increase in the 
thermal loading led the numerical specimens to their interfacial failure, 

Fig. 5. Overview of the generated mesh of the 3D numerical models with a tubular cross-sectional area developed in LS-DYNA R12 (Hallquist, 2006) in which R =
30 mm and t2 = 5.0 mm. 
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being the numerical solutions computed using a non-linear implicit 
solver, for which the maximum increment was limited to 0.1% of the 
total temperature variation applied to the model. The results acquired 
from the numerical simulations were the thermal expansion bond 
stresses and the interfacial slips of the cohesive elements throughout the 
interface along the path spaced by 1 mm between them. The strains 
developed in the adherents were obtained also. 

4.2. The thermal loading vs. interfacial slip relationships 

The accuracy of the proposed model to estimate the thermal loading 
vs. interfacial slip relationships of all hybrid bonded joints in Table 1 can 
be seen from Figs. 6–8. These three figures are grouped according to the 
axial stiffness ratio adopted for the bonded joints. In the case of the 
temperature-slip curves shown in Fig. 6, the results correspond to the 
bonded joints with r = 0.2 mm whilst Figs. 7 and 8 show the curves 
obtained from the joints with r = 0.8 and r = 1.0 mm, respectively. 

Fig. 6. Comparison between the thermal loading vs. interfacial slip relationships obtained from the analytical model with that obtained from the LS-DYNA R12 
(Hallquist, 2006) when r = 0.2 and: (a) t2 = 2.5 mm; (b) t2 = 5.0 mm; (c) t2 = 7.5 mm; and (d) t2 = 10.0 mm. 
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Based on the thermal loading vs. interfacial slip relationships, the 
relative deviations (d) between the analytical results and the numerical 
ones were determined along with the debonding processes of each joint. 
Thus, the values of d shown in Figs. 6–8 were calculated as follows: 

d(%)=
va,i − vn,i

vn,i
(80)  

where va,i and vn,i are the values obtained from the analytical and nu-
merical methods, respectively, at the same fixed interfacial slip i. 

The results herein reported in Figs. 6–8 allow us to asseverate that 

the proposed analytical model tracks the numerical simulations very 
closely during the full debonding processes of the different bonded joints 
under study. In none of the 48 studied cases, the deviation of the 
analytical model from the numerical one exceeded an absolute value of 
5% which attests, despite its simplicity, to the very good accuracy of the 
proposed analytical model. In all the simulated joints, the temperature- 
slip curves obtained from the numerical method confirmed the analyt-
ical predictions. Thus, the temperature-slip response of hybrid bonded 
joints when subjected to a temperature variation is characterized by an 
initial linear increase which is followed by a nonlinear one. After that, a 

Fig. 7. Comparison between the thermal loading vs. interfacial slip relationships obtained from the analytical model with that obtained from the LS-DYNA R12 
(Hallquist, 2006) when r = 0.8 and: (a) t2 = 2.5 mm; (b) t2 = 5.0 mm; (c) t2 = 7.5 mm; and (d) t2 = 10.0 mm. 
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plateau is obtained, and its end is followed by another increase in the 
temperature with the interfacial slip. Although this transition between 
this plateau and the final linear stage is carried out in a nonlinear way, 
the temperature-slip relationship at higher temperature variation (or 
interfacial slip) magnitudes tends to be linear as defined in Eq. (69). 

Based on both results, analytical and numerical, it can be noticed 
that the increase in the radius of the hybrid bonded joint decreases the 
maximum temperature beyond which the debonding takes place. 
Nevertheless, for the highest radii, the decrease of that maximum tem-
perature loses its relevance in the debonding process since, for the same 

interfacial slip, the temperature decrease is almost marginal between the 
hybrid bonded joints with R = 45 mm and R = 60 mm. It can be also 
found that by increasing the axial stiffness ratio of the bonded joint, the 
temperature beyond which the complete separation between materials 
takes place decreases. In fact, at this moment, the separation between 
materials propagates from both ends towards the centre of the hybrid 
bonded joint. As the overlapped bonded joint increases, the previously 
mentioned plateau in the temperature-slip curves tends to increase as 
well. 

Another interesting aspect revealed by these models lies in the 

Fig. 8. Comparison between the thermal loading vs. interfacial slip relationships obtained from the analytical model with that obtained from the LS-DYNA R12 
(Hallquist, 2006) when r = 1.0 and: (a) t2 = 2.5 mm; (b) t2 = 5.0 mm; (c) t2 = 7.5 mm; and (d) t2 = 10.0 mm. 
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influence of the axial stiffness ratio and the external radius curvature on 
the plateau observed in the temperature-slip response of all joints. 
Hence, as the external radius curvature or the axial stiffness ratio in-
crease, that plateau tends to decrease. This reveals that the effective 
bond length, i.e. the length beyond which the maximum temperature to 
completely separate the adherends can be reached, tends to decrease. In 
other words, and remembering that the same overlapped bonded length 
of 350 mm was adopted in all the models, as the length of the plateau 
observed in the temperature-slip curves decreases, the effective bond 
length of the hybrid bonded joint increases. 

4.3. The interfacial slip and thermal expansion bond stress configurations 

The amount of generated data prevents us to show all the slip and 
bond stress distributions obtained from all the models and, for this 
motive, the following analyses are focused on the tenth studied model 
(see Table 1), in which the mechanical properties of the adherends are 
more adequate to represent a hybrid bonded joint between a CFRP 
composite with a normal elastic modulus and a steel substrate (Ghafoori 
and Motavalli, 2015; Yang et al., 2018). Therefore, the accuracy of the 
analytical proposed model to estimate the slip and the bond stress 

distributions throughout the overlapped bonded length is investigated. 
Furthermore, to facilitate the readability of the figures, and from 

here after, the comparisons of the results obtained from the analytical 
proposed model with the numerical simulations are based on five fixed 
interfacial slips (see Fig. 5): (i) with s = sm = 0.106 mm which aims to 
show, although in its limit, the E stage of the interface; (ii) with s =
0.163 mm which correponds the average slip of the S stage of the bond- 
slip relationship and it aims to show a point within the S-E-S state of the 
joint; (iii) with s = sf = 0.220 mm which aims to show the initiation of 
the separation between adherends, i.e. when the S-E-S stage ends and 
the D-S-E-S-D state begins; (iv) with s = 0.363 mm which is 65% more 
than sf and it aims to show an earlier debonding state (D-S-E-S-D) of the 
interface where both ends of the adherends developed no bond stresses; 
and (v) with s = 0.766 mm, which corresponds to approximately 3.5 
times the value of sf and it aims to show an advanced debonding state (D- 
S-E-S-D) of the joint. 

Fig. 9a shows the interfacial slip configurations obtained by both 
methods, analytical and numerical, at the five nominated interfacial 
slips. Both results show that the highest interfacial slips develop at both 
ends of the joint with the increase in temperature. On the contrary, the 
models predict no interfacial slips at the midpoint of the joint during the 

Fig. 9. Comparison between the analytical proposed model with the numerical simulations of the tenth studied case: (a) interfacial slip distributions; and (b) bond 
stress distributions. 
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debonding process. Although the debonding problem is under symmetry 
conditions, the interfacial slip configurations have anti-symmetric de-
velopments to the mid-point of the overlapped bonded length. Along 
with the interfacial slip configurations, the relative deviations (d) of the 
analytical model from the numerical simulations were also calculated. In 
general, the calculated deviations are lower than an absolute value of 
20% but in the vicinity of the centre of the joint where the interfacial 
slips have quite low values, the deviations of the analytical data from the 
numerical ones deviate almost 100%. Of course, such high deviations 
are closely related to the very small interfacial slips developed at the 
centre of the bonded joint. 

Based on these interfacial slips, the thermal expansion bond stresses 
can be determined by using the bond-slip relationship of the joint. For 
instance, all the slips lower than 0.106 mm led to thermal expansion 
bond stress values lower than 19.65 MPa (see Fig. 5). In this condition, 
the configuration of the thermal expansion bond stresses decreases in a 
nonlinear way from 19.65 MPa until 0 MPa at the centre of the joint. 
With slip values between 0.106 mm and 0.220 mm the thermal expan-
sion bond stress also decreases nonlinearly from 19.65 MPa to 0 MPa. 
The main difference between these two conditions lies in the fact that 
the 0 MPa at the mid-point of the overlapped bonded joint will never 
change whereas the 0 MPa of the second situation will tend to move 

towards the centre of the joint as the complete separation between 
adherends develops. Like the slip configurations, the bond stresses also 
have an anti-symmetric configuration to the mid-point of the overlapped 
bonded joint as Fig. 9b reveals. In terms of the deviations, the results 
obtained from the analytical model tended to overestimate the numer-
ical results. In general, and considering the five nominated slips at the 
CFRP both ends, the analytical results never exceeded an absolute value 
of 20% from the numerical ones, which attests to the good accuracy of 
the former method. 

4.4. Configurations of the strains developed in the adherents 

The strains developed in the adherends (CFRP and steel) are shown 
in Fig. 10. In the case of the strains developed in material 1 (i.e. in the 
CFRP composite), the results reported in Fig. 10a clearly show that the 
highest strains developing at the centre of the overlapped bonded length 
tend to decrease nonlinearly towards the CFRP both ends. The highest 
CFRP strain values were obtained when the complete separation from 
the steel is initiated (i.e. at the third nominated slip). From this point 
afterwards, the CFRP strains tend to decrease. Looking at the calculated 
deviations, it can be noticed that, once again, the absolute value of 20% 
was marginally exceeded. Still, some deviations outside the interval 

Fig. 10. Comparison between the analytical proposed model with the numerical simulations of the tenth studied case: (a) configurations of the strains developed in 
the CFRP composite (i.e. material 1); and (b) configurations of the strains developed in the steel (i.e. material 2). 
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between − 20% and 20% were determined mainly at both ends of the 
CFRP composite where the values of the developed strains are quite low. 
It should be noticed also that at the last two nominated interfacial slips 
(at Points 4 and 5), the numerical simulations showed some small 
fluctuations at the transition points between the debonded and softened 
regions. Since the analytical method did not capture this perturbation, 
such fluctuations were attributed to a numerical issue that had low 
significance on the estimation of the strains developed in the CFRP 
composite. 

On the other hand, the strains developed in the steel (i.e. material 2) 
are shown in Fig. 10b. The configuration of the strains in the steel is 
completely different from that obtained from the CFRP composite. So, 
unlike the strains developed in the CFRP composite, the maximum 
strains developed in the steel are localized at both ends of the joint and 
tend to decrease towards the mid-point of the overlapped bonded joint 
where it reaches its minimum strain value. Furthermore, the strains in 
the steel tend to increase despite the complete separation between 
adherends has been initiated. Along with the complete separation be-
tween materials, the debonded regions led the strains in the steel into a 
constant development that drops to lower values in the centre region of 
the joint where the adherends have not completely separated yet. In this 
case, the calculated deviations for the five nominated slips throughout 
the overlapped bonded length had marginal values. The highest de-
viations were calculated for the first nominated interfacial slip in which 
the deviations of the analytical model did not exceed the absolute value 
of 4% from the numerical simulations. 

5. Influence of Tg on the debonding process 

The influence of Tg on the debonding process has been ignored so far. 
Nevertheless, it allowed us to show all the states that the hybrid bonded 
joints undergo until their complete interfacial debonding failure. As 
already explained before, Tg is an important parameter with a high 
impact on the final bond performance of hybrid joints. Therefore, this 
section is dedicated to showing how the proposed analytical model es-
timates the debonding process of a hybrid bonded joint with a tubular 
cross-sectional area when the Tg of the adhesive is considered. Once 
again, to avoid increasing the text unnecessarily, the tenth example in 
Table 1 is presented and it has the intention to simulate a CFRP-to-steel 
bonded joint in which the CFRP composite is material 1 whereas the 
steel substrate is material 2. 

The influence of the temperature variations on the local bond-slip 
relationship is simulated through the model briefly described in 

subsection 2.2. To compare both methods, analytical and numerical, the 
already mentioned temperature-dependent bond-slip model was also 
implemented into the LS-DYNA R12 software (Hallquist, 2006). 
Furthermore, considering that the bonding between a CFRP composite 
onto a steel substrate is usually performed with epoxy resins, the Tg 
value assumed for the epoxy resin is 62 ◦C, which is the same value 
obtained for the epoxy resin used by Klamer (2006). It should be kept in 
mind that if the joining of the CFRP composite onto the steel substrate is 
carried out at 25 ◦C, a temperature variation of only 37 ◦C will be needed 
to reach the Tg of the adhesive. This shows how problematic the thermal 
loading may be for the integrity of the hybrid bonded joints. 

Fig. 11 shows the relationship between the thermal loading and the 
interfacial slip of the CFRP-to-steel bonded joint (i.e. tenth example in 
Table 1) with the influence of Tg. Although already shown in Fig. 6c, the 
same relationship without considering the influence of Tg is presented 
for comparisons purposes. As can be seen from Fig. 11, when the Tg is 
considered in the debonding process of the CFRP-to-steel joint, the 
interfacial failure is reached for a low-temperature variation. The pro-
posed analytical method agreed very well with the numerical simula-
tions with deviations that never outfitted the interval from − 4% to 4%. 

The prediction of the interfacial failure of the CFRP-to-steel bonded 
joint was considered when the maximum bond stress reached a value 
lower than 1% of its corresponding situation with no temperature 
variation (i.e. 19.65 MPa). Under this assumption, the temperature 
variation beyond which the CFRP-to-steel bonded joint would have 
failed would be 77.5 ◦C whilst the numerical simulations predicted the 
failure of the joint at a temperature variation of 77.0 ◦C, which is less 
than 1% deviation from that predicted on the analytical proposed 
model. At this temperature variation of 77.0 ◦C, the influence of Tg lead 
to an interfacial slip increase in both methods of almost 420%. 

From Fig. 12, it can be noticed how the Tg has influenced the inter-
facial stress transfer between the CFRP composite and the steel. Since 
the interfacial debonding of the CFRP-to-steel joint was reached before 
the second nominated point, only the bond stresses corresponding to the 
first nominated slip are shown. At this first nominated slip (i.e. for 0.106 
mm) the temperature variation obtained from the analytical method has 
reached 67.0 ◦C and the maximum bond stress that is expected to be 
developed within the CFRP-to-steel interface is 0.70 MPa, which is a 
reduction of 96.4% from its maximum and initial value. At this tem-
perature variation, the analytical results track very closely the numerical 
ones once again which shows the versatility of the proposed analytical 
model in predicting the debonding process of a tubular hybrid bonded 
joint whether the Tg is or is not considered. 

Fig. 11. Influence of Tg on the thermal loading vs. interfacial relationship.  
Fig. 12. Thermal expansion bond stresses developed within the CFRP-to-steel 
joint with and without the influence of Tg. 
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6. Conclusions 

The debonding process of circular or tubular hybrid bonded joints 
was analytically described and confirmed by a three-dimensional soft-
ware based on the FEM. To validate the proposed analytical model, 
several cases with different parameters were analysed. The importance 
of Tg for the debonding process of the bonded joints subjected to tem-
perature variations was also presented and discussed. Therefore, and 
based on the results obtained in this work, the following main conclu-
sions can be drawn:  

• until its interfacial failure, a circular or tubular hybrid bonded joint 
undergoes through three states: E, S-E-S, and D-S-E-S-D. In all these, 
the interfacial slip and thermal expansion bond stress configurations 
have an anti-symmetry development to the mid-point of the joint. 
However, the configuration of the strains in the adherends is sym-
metric to the centre of the joint;  

• despite its simplicity and when confronted with the three- 
dimensional FE analyses, the proposed analytical method was able 
to reproduce the debonding failure of the tubular hybrid bonded 
joint with very good accuracy. In fact, in all of the studied situations, 
the calculated deviations rarely exceeded an absolute deviation of 
5% from the numerical simulations;  

• both methods showed that the increase of temperature has a distinct 
impact on the strains developed in both adherends. If in the outer 
adherend the maximum strains are localized at the centre of the 
bonded joint, in the inner adherend the maximum strains are local-
ized at both edges of the joint. Therefore, and for a different failure 
mode beyond the interfacial one, it is expected that the outer 
adherend may collapse at the centre of the joint, whilst the results 
suggest that the rupture of the inner adherend will occur at the edges 
of the joint; 

• the axial stiffness of the joint (r) has an influence also on the tem-
perature beyond which the adherends begin to physically separate 
between them. So, as the axial stiffness increases, this temperature 
tends to decrease which means that hybrid bonded joints with low r 
values can stand for higher temperature variations. However, the 
increase of the external circular curvature (R) of the joint also tends 
to decrease, although not very much, this maximum temperature. 
Nevertheless, the results showed that for a certain value of R the 
decrease of this temperature also tends to a steady condition;  

• the influence of Tg on the integrity of the tubular (or circular) hybrid 
bonded joint is crucial for their serviceability state. In the analysed 
CFRP-to-steel bonded joint, the expected interfacial behaviour 
occurred for a temperature variation between 77.0 ◦C (FEM) and 
77.5 ◦C (analytical method) which are about 80% lower than the 
381 ◦C estimated for the CFRP-to-steel joint with no influence of Tg at 
all. 

Finally, the authors would like to also recognize that in a real-case 
situation under very high or low temperatures where materials may 
dilate or contract significantly, the degradation of hybrid tubular 
bonded joints can be accelerated due to the introduction of peeling 
stresses into the debonding process that were ignored in the analytical or 
numerical models developed in this study. In such cases, the debonding 
process develops under mixed Mode I&II rather than pure Mode II. 
Therefore, it would be expected that for a real-case situation, both 
models may overestimate the maximum temperature from which the 
integrity of those hybrid tubular joints is compromised, which implies 
that the proposed closed-form solutions should be used with a rational 
attitude. 
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